
Dear Harvest Partner,
Look what’s happening. – California: As I was writing this thousands are fleeing the failing Oroville Dam.

Workers are racing to secure the dam before new storms hit. Should the dam fail it would be the worst natural
disaster in United States history. A severe riot at one of its colleges caused thousands of dollars in damages. We
are also seeing riots across the world. Unexpected weather is causing severe damage and loss of life in the USA
and elsewhere. The release of radiation from the Japanese power plant is spreading across the Pacific. – And now a
quote from Neal Frisby’s library.

PROPHECY AND PROPHECY FULFILLING – “As the Scripts predicted beforehand the most pressing
problems to face mankind would be International crisis, terrorism war, including the Arabs and Israel! The
weather patterns, the devastation and problems of killer earthquakes, drugs and the immoral situation, famine
and creeping inflation, riots and rebellion! The degrading conditions among the youth, signs in the heaven and in
the earth! Shaky governments, international assassinations, the economic conditions that were foreseen and will
appear again. New inventions and also deadly ones for war!” – “Leaps and bounds in science, with some going
dangerously overboard, etc.” – “This is just a few of the events that concerned the future. Much of this has been
fulfilling before our eyes! – We have seen the sign of the days of Noah all around us. As predicted the earth is
filled with wickedness and violence! The cup of revenge and abomination is running over! Nudity, drugs, sorcery
and Satan worship is now prevalent everywhere. And some of Hollywood’s motion pictures are playing a role in
all of this among the nations!” – “We also see the sign of the days of Lot wherein we see the great commercial
activity! The building, the buying and the selling unparalleled in history. We witness the exact immoral activities
that existed at the time of Sodom. All of these conditions will worsen, beyond Sodom especially entering the
Great Tribulation!” (Luke 17:28-29) We have seen the sign of the budding of the Fig tree. – After nearly 2,000 years
the Jews returned to the Holy Land! – Luke 21:24; 29-30 gives an exact super fulfillment of this prophecy! The
times of the Gentiles are fulfilled, we are in a transition period!”

The Sign – “We are the generation seeing all of these things! And Jesus said in Luke 21:32, this generation shall
not pass away till all these things be fulfilled!” And we likewise know, that the translation takes place before the
midst of the Great Tribulation! – My opinion and common sense says we are nearing a climax in world history!
The next sign – “We are entering a time of worldwide distress and havoc, unrest, fear and perplexity, more
pestilence and revolutions are dark clouds of the future! And we see signs in the heavens abounding
everywhere! Luke 21:25, gives a good portrayal of much of this. We will see great persecution of the believers!
There will be an increasing in division and strife among the professors of religion until all become lukewarm! Then
even more apostasy will arise in the churches and like the light of a candle the love of many shall die out! – Like a
vision in the night is the prophetic scenes passed before me! There was a cry, where are the watchmen? This is the
hour of separation, and ye are my witnesses! It’s time to be vigilant and sober! Expecting, watching and praying!”

A HARVEST OF JUDGMENT IS COMING WITH THUNDER OVER THE UNITED STATES AND THE
WORLD. Catastrophic events are coming of a volcanic nature. We are in store for some explosive events and
earthshaking occurrences. Rebellion on one hand and earthshattering events on the other leaving death, shock and
horror on the order of spontaneous and the spectacular with unexpected changes appearing like a tidal wave of
suspense covering the earth filled with extreme violence and holocaust. Great changes are coming with shocking
surprises for the people of the United States and world. We are entering a new era in God’s time cycle. God
will mark this with catastrophic events and rebellion. I would say also watch earthquakes and the extreme
weather. We will be moving into heights unknown and incredible speed. One thing Jesus told me, the rest of our
time will be changed totally different and just the opposite of what it is now. We will enter a new era of time.”

PROPHECY OF PROTECTION – “As the age wanes out these words could well fit the elect of God!” Ps. 124:6-
8, “Blessed be the Lord; who hath not given us as a prey to their teeth. Our soul is escaped as a bird out of the
snare of the fowlers: the snare is broken, and we are escaped! Our help is in the name of the Lord, who made
heaven and earth!” And He certainly will be with you and watch over you daily as you trust in Him! End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called “This Generation” – Part 1 and a DVD, “Dimensional Prophecy.” We’re
preparing to publish two new books and your financial help will surely be needed at this time. The Lord will
surely bless and guide you.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Dimensional Prophecy”
“Hypnotic Generation” Also available: “Rest and Restoration”
“Remembering the Scriptures” ($20.00 donation each)
“Digesting the Word”


